From the editor

O

ver 60 years the Society has grown very significantly
in membership and standing but, the HPS website and
Facebook page notwithstanding, many of our Hardy-Planterly
pleasures remain the same – getting together to study and wax
lyrical about plants, to enjoy visiting gardens; and to show good
garden-worthy plants to the world.
A season of celebratory events will mark the Society’s
diamond anniversary. Photographs from the HPS archives
show that many of these activities follow a well-trodden path.

1968 HPS Southport Flower

1978 21st anniversary celebration
at Bressingham

1988 Sorting out plants on a trip
to the Netherlands

1998 Pulmonaria day at Wisley

News of some contributors:
Val Bourne has earned yet another top award from the
Garden Writers Guild. Her latest book, hot off the press, is
reviewed on page 70.
Barnhaven nursery have taken over the National
Collection of Show and Alpine Auriculas on Val Woolley’s
retirement. Apart from building two new tunnels to house
the collection, as Barnhaven is now based in France it meant
two trips across the Channel to transport more than 6000
auriculas and European primulas. See www.barnhaven.com
for their ever-longer plant list.
BHGS is sponsoring the HPS stand at Chelsea. BHGS
delivers nationwide, but with headquarters in Evesham
it’s great that they’re supporting their local Worcestershire
Group. See www. BHGSLTD.co.uk
Like the HPS, Hartley Botanic has a proud history. In 1937,
George Russell came to public attention with his now famous
lupins when he exhibited in the Floral Pavilion at Chelsea
and just a year later Hartley Botanic began designing some of
the most beautiful glasshouses and greenhouses available, and
were the first to use aluminium in greenhouse construction, to
maximise the area of glass and natural light. Their greenhouses
and glasshouses are still handmade to order in Lancashire, and
can be designed to suit a particular garden or need.
A number of their original glasshouses are still standing and
in working order, and if you have a pre-1950 V & N Hartley
greenhouse they would love to hear from you. You can visit the
company, endorsed by the RHS, at their stand at Chelsea and
other major RHS shows, or contact them on 0800 783 8083.
Erratum
Vol 37 No. 1 p.68. The caption to Fig. 6 should read
Penstemon ‘Schoenholzeri’ appears vegetatively identical to
‘Andenken an Friedrich Hahn’. The flower colour of these two
cvs is strikingly different.

